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ABSTRACT
Regression testing aims at showing that code has not been
adversely affected by modification activities during mainte-
nance. Regression test selection techniques reuse tests from
an existing test suite to test a modified program. By reusing
such a test suite to retest modified programs, maintainers
or testers can reduce the required testing effort. This pa-
per presents a regression test selection technique for AspectJ
programs. The technique is based on various types of con-
trol flow graphs that can be used to select from the original
test suite test cases that execute changed code for the new
version of the AspectJ program. The code-base technique
operates on the control flow graphs of AspectJ programs.
The technique can be applied to modified individual aspects
or classes as well as the whole program that uses modified
aspects or classes.

1. INTRODUCTION
Aspect-oriented software development (AOSD) is a new

approach to support separation of concerns in software de-
velopment [5, 8, 12, 20]. The techniques in AOSD allow to
modularize crosscutting aspects of a system. Like objects
in object-oriented software development, aspects in AOSD
may arise at any stage of the software life cycle, includ-
ing requirements specification, design, implementation, etc.
Some examples of crosscutting aspects are exception han-
dling, synchronization, and resource sharing.

Most existing research in AOSD is focused on problem
analysis, software design, and implementation techniques.
Although software testing is important, it has received little
attention in the aspect-oriented paradigm. Although it has
been claimed that applying an AOSD technique will even-
tually lead to quality software, aspect-orientation does not
provide correctness by itself. An aspect-oriented design can
lead to a better system architecture and an aspect-oriented
programming language enforces a disciplined coding style,
but they are by no means shields against programmer’s mis-
takes or a lack of understanding of the specification. As a
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result, software testing remains an important task in AOSD.
Regression testing is a necessary and important activity

at both testing and maintenance phases. It aims at showing
that code has not been adversely affected by modification
activities during maintenance. The selection techniques of
regression test reuse tests from an existing test suite to test
a modified program which can reduce the required testing
effort of programs’ maintainers or testers.

Aspect-oriented programming languages such as AspectJ
introduce some new language constructs, such as join points,
advice, introduction, and aspects, that differ from those in
procedural and object-oriented programs. These specific
constructs in aspect-oriented programs require special test-
ing support and provide opportunities for being exploited
by a testing strategy. However, although many regression
test selection techniques have been proposed for procedural
programs [4, 6, 14] and object-oriented programs [10, 11,
15, 7], there exists no regression test selection technique for
aspect-oriented programs. In addition, the existing regres-
sion test selection techniques can not be directly applied to
aspect-oriented programs, which have some unique features
that must be considered specially during regression testing.
Therefore, there is a need for new regression test selection
techniques and tools that are appropriate for aspect-oriented
programs.

This paper presents a regression test selection technique
for AspectJ programs. The technique is based on various
types of control flow graphs that can be used to select from
the original test suite test cases that execute changed code
for the new version of an AspectJ program. The code-based
technique operates on the control flow graphs of AspectJ
programs. The technique can be applied to modified indi-
vidual aspects or classes as well as the whole program that
uses modified aspects or classes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 briefly introduces AspectJ. Section 3 briefly introduces
the regression test selection techniques for Java programs.
Section 4 presents our regression test selection technique for
AspectJ programs. Section 5 briefly discusses related work
and Section 6 concludes.

2. ASPECTJ
We present our regression test selection technique in the

context of AspectJ, the most widely used aspect-oriented
programming language [9]. Our basic techniques, however,
deal with the basic concepts of aspect-oriented programming
and therefore apply to the general class of aspect-oriented
languages.



 ce0 public class Point {
  s1   protected int x, y;
 me2   public Point(int _x, int _y) {
  s3     x = _x;
  s4     y = _y;
       }
 me5   public int getX() {
  s6     return x;
       }
 me7   public int getY() {
  s8     return y; 
       }
 me9   public void setX(int _x) {
 s10     x = _x; 
       }
me11   public void setY(int _y) {
 s12     y = _y; 
       }
me13   public void printPosition() {
 s14     System.out.println("Point at("+x+","+y+")");
       }
me15   public static void main(String[] args) {
 s16     Point p = new Point(1,1);
 s17     p.setX(2);
 s18     p.setY(2);
       }
     }

ase27 aspect PointShadowProtocol {
  s28   private int shadowCount = 0;
 me29   public static int getShadowCount() {
  s30     return PointShadowProtocol.
                 aspectOf().shadowCount;
        }
  s31   private Shadow Point.shadow;
 me32   public static void associate(Point p, Shadow s){
  s33     p.shadow = s;
        }
 me34   public static Shadow getShadow(Point p) {
  s35     return p.shadow;
        }

 pe36   pointcut setting(int x, int y, Point p): 
          args(x,y) && call(Point.new(int,int));
 pe37   pointcut settingX(Point p): 
          target(p) && call(void Point.setX(int));
 pe38   pointcut settingY(Point p): 
          target(p) && call(void Point.setY(int));

 ae39   after(int x, int y, Point p) returning : 
            setting(x, y, p) {
  s40     Shadow s = new Shadow(x,y);
  s41     associate(p,s);
  s42     shadowCount++;
        }
 ae43   after(Point p): settingX(p) {
  s44     Shadow s = new getShadow(p);
  s45     s.x = p.getX() + Shadow.offset;
  s46     p.printPosition();
  s47     s.printPosition();
        }
 ae48   after(Point p): settingY(p) {
  s49     Shadow s = new getShadow(p);
  s50     s.y = p.getY() + Shadow.offset;
  s51     p.printPosition();
  s52     s.printPosition();
       }
     }
  

ce19 class Shadow {
 s20   public static final int offset = 10;
 s21   public int x, y;
               
me22   Shadow(int x, int y) {
 s23     this.x = x;
 s24     this.y = y;
me25   public void printPosition() {
 s26     System.outprintln("Shadow at 
                ("+x+","+y+")");
       }
     }

Figure 1: A sample AspectJ program.

AspectJ [9] is a seamless aspect-oriented extension to Java;
AspectJ adds some new concepts and associated constructs
to Java. These concepts and associated constructs are called
join point, pointcut, advice, introduction, and aspect. We
briefly introduce each of these constructs as follows.

An aspect is a modular unit of crosscutting implemen-
tation in AspectJ. Each aspect encapsulates functionality
that crosscuts other classes in a program. Like a class, an
aspect can be instantiated, can contain state and methods,
and also may be specialized with sub-aspects. An aspect
is combined with the classes that it crosscuts according to
specifications given within the aspect. Moreover, an aspect
can use an introduction construct to introduce methods,
attributes, and interface implementation declarations into
classes. Introduced members may be made visible to all
classes and aspects (public introduction) or only within the
aspect (private introduction), allowing one to avoid name
conflicts with pre-existing elements. For example, the as-
pect PointShadowProtocol shown in Figure 1 privately in-
troduces a field shadow to the class Point at s31.

A central concept in the composition of an aspect with
other classes is called a join point. A join point is a well-
defined point in the execution of a program, such as a call to
a method, an access to an attribute, an object initialization,
and an exception handler. Sets of join points may be rep-
resented by pointcuts, implying that such sets may crosscut
the system. Pointcuts can be composed and new pointcut
designators can be defined according to these combinations.
AspectJ provides various pointcut designators that may be
combined through logical operators to build up complete de-
scriptions of pointcuts of interest. For example, the aspect
PointShadowProtocol in Figure 1 declares three pointcuts
named setting, settingX, and settingY at pe36, pe37, and
pe38.

An aspect can specify advice, which is used to define
code that executes when a pointcut is reached. Advice is a

method-like mechanism that consists of instructions that ex-
ecute before, after, or around a pointcut. around advice exe-
cutes in place of the indicated pointcut, allowing a method to
be replaced. For example, the aspect PointShadowProtocol
in Figure 1 declares three pieces of after advice at ae39,
ae43, and ae48, which are attached to the corresponding
pointcut setting, settingX, and settingY, respectively.

An AspectJ program can be divided into two parts: base
code, which includes classes, interfaces, and other standard
Java constructs, and aspect code, which implements the cross-
cutting concerns in the program. For example, Figure 1
shows an AspectJ program that associates shadow points
with every Point object. The program can be divided into
the base code, containing the classes Point and Shadow, and
the aspect code, containing the aspect PointShadowProtocol,
which stores a shadow object in every Point. Moreover, the
AspectJ implementation ensures that the aspect and base
code run together in a properly coordinated fashion. A key
related component is an aspect weaver, which ensures that
applicable advice runs at appropriate join points. More in-
formation about AspectJ can be found elsewhere [3].

3. SAFE REGRESSION TEST SELECTION
FOR JAVA PROGRAMS

We next briefly introduce the safe regression test selection
technique developed by Harrold et al. [7] for Java programs;
we develop our technique for AspectJ programs based on
their technique. The key notion of their technique for java
software to perform safe regression test selection are a con-
trol flow based representation called Java Interclass Graph
(JIG) and a technique to detect dangerous arcs on the JIG.
Basically, the technique takes the following steps:

• Run the test suites with the original program and ob-
tain coverage information.



• Construct the Java Interclass Graph (JIG) for the orig-
inal and modified programs.

• Compare the JIGs and detect dangerous arcs in the
graphs.

• Compare the coverage information and dangerous arcs,
and select test cases.

We next describe JIG and a technique to detect dangerous
arcs on the JIG.

3.1 Java Interclass Graph
The Java Interclass Graph (JIG) [7] for a Java program

is a collection of method control flow graphs each of which
represents a main() method or a method in a class of the pro-
gram. Additional arcs represent specific Java features, for
example, method calls from the internal and external code,
and exception handling. A Control Flow Graph (CFG) for a
method m is a directed graph whose vertices represent state-
ments or predicate expressions in m; arcs represent control
flow information.

A representation of method calls from internal code is sim-
ilar to most of traditional techniques such as those presented
in [14]. To model interprocedural interactions between in-
ternal and external methods, these techniques use a special
vertex called external code vertex to represent external code
that may call an internal method or be called by an internal
method. To do so, these techniques create arcs from the
external code vertex to the entry vertices of some internal
classes if these classes are accessible from external code. In
addition, they create call arcs to connect the class entry ver-
tex to the corresponding internal method because internal
classes accessible from external code are considered to have
internal methods that can be used to override external meth-
ods. These techniques also use a special vertex called default
vertex to represent those methods that are not overridden
by the internal methods. Special call arcs labeled with “*”
are created from the class entry vertex to the default vertex.

To model exception handling in Java, these techniques use
a similar way as the one proposed by Sinha and Harrold [16].
Their JIG can explicitly represents the try, catch, and finally
blocks in each try statement.

3.2 Dangerous-Arc Detection
In the JIG of the original program, dangerous arcs are

those arcs that represent control flows corresponding to the
changed parts. Given the JIGs for the original and modified
Java programs, Harrold et al. [7] use a depth-first algorithm,
which is based on algorithms proposed by Rothermel et al.
[14, 15], to detect dangerous arcs in the JIG of the origi-
nal Java program by traversing in parallel the JIGs of the
original and modified programs. The arc is regarded as a
dangerous arc if the targets of the CFG arcs in the original
and modified programs differ. Any test cases that cover the
dangerous arcs must be rerun, and these test cases should be
selected safely for regression testing because their behavior
may be changed during maintenance and evolution phases.
On the other hand, according to the algorithm developed by
Harrold et al. [7], if an arc that is labeled as ‘*’becomes a
dangerous arc, all test cases that create the instance of that
corresponding class must be rerun as well.

4. SAFE REGRESSION TEST SELECTION
FOR ASPECTJ PROGRAMS

We next present our safe regression test selection tech-
nique for AspectJ programs. Our technique is based on a
similar technique developed by Harrold et al. [7] to select
regression tests for Java programs (described in Section 3).
The basic notion of the technique is to detect the dangerous
arcs based on the control flow graphs of an original AspectJ
programs and its modified version in order to safely select
regression tests that must be rerun during the regression
testing. However, existing control flow based representa-
tions such as JIG can not accommodate some specific fea-
tures in AspectJ programs; therefore, we need to construct
new control flow graphs for AspectJ. As a result, to facilitate
selecting regression tests for AspectJ programs, we present
a control flow model that captures the control flow infor-
mation of an aspect and also a complete AspectJ program.
Based on this model, we can perform regression test selec-
tion for AspectJ Programs.

4.1 Control Flow Model for AspectJ
Our control flow model consists of two different types of

control flow graphs in order to capture different levels of con-
trol flow information in an individual aspect and the whole
program. We present each type of the graphs as follows.

4.1.1 Modeling Individual Modules
In AspectJ, in addition to methods, an aspect may contain

other modular units such as advice and inter-type members.
Because advice and inter-type members can be treated as
method-like units, to keep our terminology consistent in the
rest of paper, we use the word “module” to refer to a piece
of advice, an inter-type member, or a method in an aspect,
and also a method in a class.

A control flow graph (CFG) for a module m, denoted by
GCFG, is a directed graph (e, V, A) where e is an entry vertex
to represent the entry into m; V = Vn ∪ Vc such that Vn is
a set of normal vertices and Vc is a set of call vertices. A
is a set of control flow arcs to represent the flow of control
between two vertices.

In GCFG, a vertex is called a normal vertex if it represents
a statement or predicate expression in m without containing
a call or object creation. Otherwise, it is called a call vertex.
GCFG can be used to represent the control flow information
for a module of an AspectJ program.

An aspect may be woven into one or more classes at some
join points declared within pointcuts, which are used in the
definition of advice [3]. Because a piece of before, after, or
around advice a can be treated as a method-like unit, we
can use a CFG to represent a. In this case, the CFG for a
has a unique entry vertex to represent the entry into a.

Aspects can declare members (fields, methods, and con-
structors) that are owned by other types. These are called
inter-type members. Aspects can also declare that other
types implement new interfaces or extend a new class [3].
Because each of these inter-type members (only for a method
or constructor) is similar in nature to a standard method or
constructor, we can use a CFG to represent each of them.
In this case, the CFG for an inter-type member has a unique
entry vertex to represent the entry into the member.

Because a pointcut pc contains no body code, a control
flow graph is not needed to represent pc. In this case, we use
a vertex called join-point vertex to represent pc. The join-
point vertex also represents the entry into pc. As is discussed



later, a join-point vertex can be treated as a “join point”
to help weave the CFGs for advice into the partial system
control flow graph (described in Section 4.1.4 in details) for
base code.

With the CFG as a representation of each individual mod-
ule of an aspect, our technique can identify the changes in a
piece of advice, method, or intertype method in the aspect.

4.1.2 Modeling Individual Aspects
To facilitate the analysis of an individual aspect, we rep-

resent each aspect in an AspectJ program with an aspect
control flow graph. The aspect control flow graph (ACFG)
represents the static control flow relationships that exist
within and among advice, inter-type members, and meth-
ods of an aspect α. An ACFG is a collection of CFGs, each
of which represents a piece of advice, an inter-type member,
or a method in α. The aspect entry vertex represents the en-
try into α. An aspect membership arc represents the mem-
bership relationships between α and its members (advice,
inter-type members, pointcuts, or methods) by connecting
α’s entry vertex to the entry vertex of each member. A join-
point vertex represents a pointcut in α. A call arc represents
the calling relationship1 between two modules m1 and m2

in α by connecting the call vertex in m1 to the entry vertex
of m2’s CFG if there is a call in m1’s body to m2. Weaving
arcs represent advice weaving by connecting the CFG for
a method in some classes to the CFG for its corresponding
advice in α.

For each pointcut pc in α, we connect the aspect entry
vertex to pc’s join-point vertex through an aspect member-
ship arc, and also pc’s join-point vertex to the entry vertex
of its corresponding advice by a pointing arc to represent
the relationship between them.

With the ACFG as the representation of an individual as-
pect, our technique can identify the changes in the aspect by
traversing the ACFGs of the original and modified aspects.

Example 1. Figure 2 shows the control flow graph for
aspect PointShadowProtocol. For example, ase27 is an as-
pect entry vertex; ae39, ae43, and ae48 are advice entry
vertices; me29, me32, and me34 are method entry vertices,
pe36, pe37, and pe38 are join-point vertices. (ase27, me29),
(ase27, me32), and (ase27, me34) are aspect membership
arcs. Each entry vertex is the root of a sub-graph, which is
itself a CFG that represents the control flow information in
a module. (pe36,ae39), (pe37,ae43), and (pe38,ae48) are
pointing arcs that represent interactions between pointcuts
and their corresponding advice.

4.1.3 Modeling Aspect-Class Interactions
In AspectJ, an aspect can interact with a class in several

ways, i.e., by object creation, method call, and advice weav-
ing. Our control flow model for an AspectJ program can
represent these interactions between aspects and classes.

Method Calls and Object Creations. In AspectJ, A call may
occur between two modules m1 and m2, each of which can
be a piece of advice, an inter-type member, or a method of
aspects and classes. In such a case, a call arc is added to
connect the call vertex of m1’s CFG to the entry vertex of

1
Because advice in AspectJ is automatically woven into some

method(s) by a compiler (such as ajc) during the aspect weaving
process, there exists no call to the advice. As a result, there exists
no call from an inter-type member (or method) to advice.

m2’s CFG. On the other hand, a piece of advice, an inter-
type member, or a method m in an aspect α may create
an object of a class C through a declaration or by using
an operator such as new. At this time, there is an implicit
call from m to C’s constructor. To represent this implicit
constructor call, we add a call arc to connect the call vertex
in α at the site of object creation to the entry vertex e of the
CFG of C’s constructor. This representation forms a partial
CFG of an complete AspectJ program.

Example 2. In Figure 1, statement s40 represents an
object creation of class Shadow in the PointShadowProtocol

aspect. To represent this object creation, in the SCFG of
Figure 3, we create a call vertex for s40; the call vertex
is connected to the entry vertex me22 of the Point’s con-
structor by a call arc. On the other hand, statement s45

represents a call to method getX() of class Point in aspect
PointShadowProtocol. To represent this method call, in the
SCFG of Figure 3, we create a call vertex for s45; the call
vertex is connected to the entry vertex me5 of method setX()

by a call arc.

Advice Weaving. In AspectJ, the join point model is a key
element for providing the frame of reference that coordinates
properly the execution of a program’s aspect and non-aspect
code. We recognized that the join point model is also a cru-
cial point to perform interprocedural control flow analysis
for AspectJ programs because control flow analysis of as-
pect and non-aspect code of the program is not independent.
Rather, aspect and non-aspect code must be coordinated
through the join points (declared by pointcut designators)
in the program. As a result, properly handling join points
in the aspect code is a key for performing interprocedural
control flow analysis of an AspectJ program.

To build a complete control flow graph for n AspectJ pro-
gram, we need to know some “join points” in the CFGs for
some methods into which the CFGs for their corresponding
advice can be woven. By performing a static analysis for a
pointcut declaration, we can determine in some classes those
methods that a piece of advice (being attached to this point-
cut) may advise. This information can be used to connect
the partial SCFG for base code to the CFGs for the aspect
code; just as an aspect weaves itself into the base program
at some join points, we weave the CFGs for advice into the
partial SCFG at join-point vertices.

The basic notion of our approach is that we treat a piece
of advice as a method-like unit when constructing the CFG
for an AspectJ program and treat each pointcut as a join
point for weaving the CFGs of advice and the partial CFG
for base code. For a piece of before or after advice a in an
aspect that may advise a method m in a class, we connect
the entry vertex of m (advised method) to the join point
vertex attached by a using a weaving arc. This weaving
case is similar to the case that m contains a method call,
i.e., we treat a together with its pointcut(s) as a method
that may be called from m. The weaving arc here is similar
to a call arc, but with a different meaning. For a piece of
around advice a in an aspect that may advise a method m
in a class, because a may replace m, we add a weaving arc
that connects the start vertex of the original call arc to m
to the join-point vertex attached by a.

With this partial CFG generated, our technique can iden-
tify the weaving arcs (caused by advice weaving) that may
be affected by a code change by traversing the partial CFGs
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Figure 2: The ACG and ACFG corresponding to aspect PointShadowProtocol.

of the original and modified programs.

Example 3. The after advice (lines ae43-s47) in aspect
PointShadowProtocol may be woven into method setX() of
class Point. To represent this weaving issue, in the SCFG of
Figure 3, we create a weaving arc (me9, pe37) to connect the
entry vertex me9 for method setX() to the join-point vertex
pe37 for pointcut settingX.

4.1.4 Modeling Complete Programs
We use the system control flow graph (SCFG) to repre-

sent the control flow information and calling relationships
in a complete AspectJ program. An SCFG is a collection
of CFGs; each represents a main() method, a method of a
class, a piece of advice, an inter-type member, or a method of
an aspect. The SCFG also contains some additional arcs to
represent aspect weaving and calling relationships between a
call and the called module. The SCFG uses a join-point ver-
tex to represent a pointcut in P. In the SCFG, call arcs rep-
resent the calling and callee relationships between modules.
Weaving arcs connect the CFG for a method to the CFG
for its corresponding advice; these arcs represent the weav-
ing relationships between advice and those methods that the
advice may affect.

Example 4. Figure 3 shows the SCFG for the program
in Figure 1 with aspect PointShadowProtocol.

4.2 Detecting Dangerous Arcs
Having SCFGs for an original AspectJ program and its

modified version, we can use the existing depth-first search
algorithms developed in [7, 15] to detect the dangerous arcs
of the original program by traversing in parallel the SCFGs
of the original and modified programs. The arc is regarded
as a dangerous arc if the targets of the SCFG arcs in the
original and modified programs differ. Any test cases that
cover the dangerous arcs must be rerun, and these test cases
should be selected safely for regression testing of an As-
pectJ program because their behavior may be changed dur-
ing maintenance and evolution phases.

5. RELATED WORK
We discuss related work in testing aspect-oriented pro-

grams and in developing safe regression test selection tech-
niques based on control flow graphs.

Research on testing aspect-oriented programs has been
mainly focused on code-based unit and integration testing,
specification-based testing, automated test case generation,
and fault model used for testing [2, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22]. Al-
though regression testing is important, it is still received lit-
tle attention in the aspect-oriented paradigm. To the best
of our knowledge, our technique proposed in this paper is
the first regression test selection technique for AspectJ pro-
grams.

Various approaches have been proposed to select regres-
sion tests for procedural and object-oriented programs [4,
6, 14, 10, 11, 15, 7]. Among these approach, Harrold et
al. [7] propose a technique for safe regression test selection
for Java programs. Their technique is based on a control
flow based representation called Java Interclass Graph (JIG)
to explicitly represent various specific features in Java pro-
grams. Based on the JIG, they use a depth-first search al-
gorithm to detect dangerous edges for the ordinal programs
and select test cases by comparing the coverage information.
Koju et al. [10] propose a technique for regression test selec-
tion based on the Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL).
Their technique is based on the one developed by Harrold et
al. [7] for Java. They present control flow graphs to handle
.Net-specific features such as delegate and present a class
hierarchy analysis technique to support the regression test
selection.

Although these safe regression test selection techniques
can be used for Java programs and intermediate languages
such as Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL), they can
not be applied directly to AspectJ programs because of some
specific features such as pointcut, advice, intertype declara-
tions, and aspects. Our technique, which is based on the
one developed by Harrold et al. [7] for Java, can handle
regression-test selection problems that are unique to As-
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pectJ programs.

6. CONCLUSION
We have presented a regression test selection technique

for AspectJ programs. Our technique is based on various
types of control flow graphs that can be used to select from
the original test suite test cases that execute changed code
for the new version of an AspectJ program. Our code-based
technique operates on control flow graphs of AspectJ pro-
grams. Our technique can be applied to modified individual
aspects or classes as well as the whole programs that used
modified aspects or classes. In future work, we plan to de-
velop a regression test selection tool based on the technique
proposed in this paper to support regression test selection
for AspectJ programs.
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